Class: 5th

Date: 11th June, 2020

Subject: English “Weavers”
Lesson -3 (Chinna's World)
Answer the previous questions.
A. Think of a fun trip.................your journey.
Ans. Do it yourself.
A. Can the conjunctions and fill in these blanks?
1. F is for for
2. A is for and
3. N is for nor
4. B is for but
5. O is for or
6. Y is for yet
7. S is for so
A. Combine these pairs of sentences using conjunctions from activity A. You
can use a conjunction only once.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chinna is hard of hearing so he uses a hearing aid.
Chinna is playing with video games but his sisters are not.
The rain is pouring and there are great gust of wind.
The dog is tired yet she saved all her puppies.
Chinna can see the magic show or can play video games. (But not the
both.)
6. Chinna did not see the fight nor he saw the magic show
Today's Topic

Class: 5th

Subject: G.K.
India: Our Country
1. India’s Largest and Smallest

Read the clues and write the answers in your book.
1. Largest west flowing river: N _ _ M _ D _
2. Largest river island: M _ J _ L _

3. State with the most population: U _ _ _ _ P _ _ _ _ _ _
4. State with the least population: S _ _ _ I _
5. Largest desert: T _ _ _
6. Largest delta: S _ _ _ _ _ B _ _ _
7. State with largest forest cover: M _ _ _ _ _ P _ _ _ _ _ _
8. State with longest coastline: G _ _ _ _ _ _
# Answer Key1. NARMADA
2. MAJULI
3. UTTAR PRADESH
4. SIKKIM
5. THAR
6. SUNDERBANS
7. MADHYA PRADESH
8. GUJARAT

#Learn and fill in your book.

Class: 5th

Subject: Hindi

*To write and learn word meaning of lesson -6.
*1 पेज सुलख सरिता में ललखें।

Class: 5th

Subject: Maths

Subtraction of Unlike Fractions
To find the difference between two unlike fractions, we follow the following
steps
Step 1 Find the LCM of denominator of unlike fractions.

Step 2 Convert unlike fractions into equivalent like fractions with their LCM as
common denominator.
Steps 3 Find the difference between the like fractions so obtained.
For example Find the difference.
(a)

7/8---5/12

LCM of 8 and 12= 24
Now, 7/8= 7/8× 3/3= 21/24 and

5/12= 5/12×2/2= 10/24

7/8--5/12= 21/24--10/24 = 21---10
------------- =
24

11
-----24

Q. 1 Find the difference of following fractions in the note book.
(a)

1/3---1/2

(b)

2/3---1/6

(d)

5/12---3/8

(e)

8/15---7/10

Class: 5th

(c)

5/6---3/4

(f) 19/15--7/20

Sub- Science

Chapter- 5(Food, Health and Hygiene)
Q1 Why do we need food?
Ans We need food because it gives us energy, helps us to grow, keep us healthy
and alive.
Q2 Which diseases is caused due to lack of vitamin A?
Ans Night blindness is caused due to lack of vitamin A.
Q3 Why does our body need protein?
Ans Our body need protein because it uses to repair worn out cells, to build
tissues, to proper growth of bones and muscles.

Q4 What causes malaria?
Ans Malaria is caused by protozoa of female Anaphelege mosquito.
Q5 Why water is essential for our body?
Ans Water is essential for our body because it is necessary for the digestion of
food and regulate the body temperature.
To learn and write in fair note book.

Class-5th

Subject - S. St.

Watch the video. Learn and write the following questions in notebook.
Q. 1 What do you know about north and the south pole?
Ans. In the globe, the point at the top is called North pole and the point at the
bottom is called the South pole.
Q. 2 What is equator?
Ans. Equator is the longest parallel that divides the earth into two equal parts
i.e. northern hemisphere and southern hemisphere.
Q. 3 What do you know about the Prime Meridian?
Ans. It is a meridian that passes through Greenwich near London and marked
as 0 degree.
Q. 4 Through which place the Prime Meridian passes?
Ans. The Prime Meridian passes through Greenwich.
Q. 5 How many latitudes are drawn on the globe?
Ans. There are 181 latitudes drawn on the globe.

